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Situation Analysis
•

Scarsdale Village faces challenges in both communicating village news, policies and procedures, and engaging
residents in local initiatives.

•

There is no integrated, approach to communications, although it relies upon a myriad of public information tools.
Current efforts are decentralized, which often results in inconsistent messaging (Appendix A).

•

There also is no true “voice” within the community, as interaction is limited to notices, invoices, simple
announcements and formal, structured meetings
•
•

•

Tradition of communicating with public at BOT meetings hasn’t evolved with changing times (e.g.,
greater transparency/informality, increased use of digital/electronic communication); and,
Heavy reliance upon third-party coverage (print, digital and social media).

This has resulted in an immediate need to create a respectful, productive conversation within the community,
build awareness of village government activities and better inform residents about the municipal function
itself. Scarsdale’s existing public information program can serve as a foundation for this effort.
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Committee Purpose/Charge
On October 13, 2016, the Scarsdale Village Board of Trustees created the Ad-Hoc Committee on Communications to
serve a one-year term, with the following purpose and charge:
Purpose
“To support the successful launch of website/communications platform; strengthen Village communications strategy
and cultivate engagement opportunities with diversity of audiences.”
Charge
1.

“Review new website content, functionality and user-friendliness, making suggestions for enhancements;

2.

Develop a plan to gain community usage, seeking widespread adoption. As ambassadors for the new
communications platform, engage with community groups to both increase awareness and usage of the
website, and to introduce website functionality; and,

3.

Drawing on expertise and best practices, provide strategies to improve village communications. Prepare
written recommendations to the Village Board identifying important community segments or audiences, linking
appropriate communication methods and channels to identified segments, and suggesting prioritization of
associated programmatic and investment needs within the context of existing fiscal constraints.”
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Goals
While assessing Scarsdale Village’s current efforts, the committee outlined the following goals:
•

Improve accessibility of information about village government and relevant issues;

•

Improve efficiency/methods of communication, thereby improving appearance of transparency;

•

Fill “communications void” and end reliance on third parties (media, resident blogs, etc.) to encourage discourse;

•

Identify residents’ preferred means of obtaining information and understand what they want from government
(aside from required notices);

•

Regularly and consistently provide village news and facts, regardless if issues are routine or controversial; engage
residents by communicating BOT and village management views; and,

•

Promote residents’ involvement in issues that affect them daily.
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Approach (10/16 – 3/17)
October 2016
•Mandate
•Goals
•New Website
Overview
(O’Brien)
•Current
Communications
Matrix Overview
(Cole)
•Discussion of
New Website
Launch

November
2016

December
2016

•Website Review
(Content/Functio
nality)
•Website Edits
•Community
Usage
Plan/Tutorial
Development

•Website Tutorial
Filming
•Website Issue
Tracking/Prioritiz
ation

January 2017

February 2017

March 2017

•Website Tutorial
Video Launch
•BOT/Community
Presentations
•Press Release
•Interactive
Tracking System
•Communications
Plan Draft
•Ongoing
Advisory

•“Notify Me”
Press Release
•scarsdale10583
Article
•Recreation List
Transition
•Village
Department
Head Survey
(Cole)
•Current
Communications
Typography
Overview (Cole)
•Comms Officer
Job Description
•Trustee Survey
•Informal
Neighbor Polling
•Ongoing
Advisory

•Communications
Survey Draft
•Library Tech
Assistances
•Bugzilla Tool
•Revised
Communications
Plan
• Ongoing
Advisory
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Approach (4/17 – 9/17)
April 2017

May 2017

June 2017

•Website Traffic
Analytics
•Website Photos
Press Release
•Photo Release
Form
•Revised
Communications
Survey Draft
•Communications
“Roadmap”
Draft
•Ongoing
Advisory

•CivicSend Demo
(O’Brien)
•BOT Meeting
Restructure
(Liaison Reports
Precede Public
Comment)
•Twitter Launch
@TrusteeVeron
•Email
Newsletter
Plan/Discussion
•Final
Communications
Survey
•Ongoing
Advisory

•Survey
Approval/Distrib
ution
•Revised
Communications
Roadmap
•Revised
Communications
Plan
•Cable
Commission
Video Proposal
for Email
Newsletter,
Other Projects
•Ongoing
Advisory

July 2017
• Preliminary
Survey
Results
•Key Takeaways
•Research on
Neighboring
Municipalities’
Communications
Activities
•Ongoing
Advisory

August 2017
•CivicPlus
Modules
Overview
(Vendor)
•Discussions with
CivicPlus Power
Users/Best
Practices
•Ongoing
Advisory

September
2017
•Communications
Plan/Final
Report
Discussion
•Meetings with
Trustees,
Department
Heads and
Village Staff
•Ongoing
Advisory
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Progress to Date – Website Functionality
Charge 1: Review and Enhance Website
Because scarsdale.com is Scarsdale Village’s online communications platform, it is critical to continually review
functionality, content, and “look and feel” to provide residents with an efficient, user-friendly, informative resource.
•

•

•
•

The committee first assessed the site for basic functionality, content and appearance, and made
recommendations to improve and enhance users’ experience. This included identifying and prioritizing
specific issues, and tracking how/when issues were resolved.
Committee members continue to work with village staff to classify and monitor proposed changes and
upgrades to scarsdale.com via the Bugzilla tool. Some problems are straightforward, others are judgment
calls that may be deferred to next major site update. There also is a need to coordinate and reprioritize issues
to be addressed by CivicPlus (bugs vs. small fixes vs. larger fixes that require reprogramming) (Appendix B).
Constant monitoring of resident usage is important in making determinations about content and future
improvements.
As part of its review of scarsdale.com content, functionality and user-friendliness, the committee also
requested a demonstration of CivicPlus. Conversations also were conducted with Civic Plus “power users, to
help identify advanced features or potential issues the vendor has not revealed during system demos. Best
practices from power users can be used to provide strategies to improve Scarsdale communications
(Appendix C).
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Progress to Date – Website Promotion
Charge 2: Increase Website Awareness and Usage
Informing the public of the benefits of the new website and providing assistance in navigation is critical to the success
of scarsdale.com, and provides a foundation for improved interaction between residents and village administration.
•

To promote community adoption of the new scarsdale.com, and highlight increased user-friendliness and
functionality, the committee produced a website “tutorial” video in collaboration with the Scarsdale Village and
Cable Commission.

•

To support the public rollout of the video, the committee developed 1) a press release, 2) a BOT meeting
committee introduction, and 3) community group screenings (Scarsdale Forum, League of Women Voters, and
Senior Council).

•

At the request of the committee, the Scarsdale Public Library offered website tutorials for interested residents.

•

The primary goals of the video and related communication efforts were to
• illustrate the usefulness and relevance of the website to residents, village staff and officials; and,
• Promote CivicPlus functionality as an important proactive and reactive tool in healthy, reliable and
measureable municipal function.
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Progress to Date – Communications Strategy
Charge 3: Provide Strategies to Improve Village Communications
In developing recommendations and prioritizing communications strategies, the committee surveyed residents, village
managers and staff, as well as Scarsdale Trustees; conducted research on neighboring municipalities; and, referenced
standard communications principles and tactics.
•

In January 2017, Assistant Village Manager Rob Cole polled Scarsdale Village department heads on perceptions
and practices characterizing Scarsdale communications (Appendix D).
• 71.43 percent of respondents believed that enhanced communications of their departments’ functions
would result in improved relationships with residents; and,
• When asked what communication tools not presently used would improve their department’s ability to
communicate with residents, most responded, “Employment of a dedicated staff person” and “Facebook.”

•

To obtain residents’ points of view, the committee surveyed the public on their “Engagement with Scarsdale
Government.” Of the 231 respondents, an overwhelming majority supported an email newsletter from local
government; and, a significant minority felt that information provided by the village is too little, or of insufficient
quality. In addition, respondents reported that their top three sources of information were, equally, the Scarsdale
Inquirer, scarsdale10583.com and village email notifications (Appendix E).

•

Through discussions with village trustees and department heads, the committee learned more about internal
processes and noted specific recommendations/action items to improve communications with residents
(Appendix F).
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Progress to Date – Communications Strategy
•

The committee worked with the village manager’s office to develop a biweekly e-newsletter, Scarsdale Official
(Appendix G).
• This well-received newsletter provides a consistent, frequent summary of important topics discussed at BOT
meetings, and is formatted for brevity and ease of reading, with links to more information posted to
scarsdale.com; and,
• Distribution is to the village “press release” subscription list, which totals 1,059.

•

Scarsdale’s current communications processes were assessed, including its “Communications Matrix” and
“Communications Typography,” and drafted a new Communications “Roadmap” that summarizes communications
procedures in various scenarios (Appendix H).

•

To gain feedback from residents and publicize Scarsdale’s efforts to improve the communications with the public,
the committee engaged in various publicity efforts, including drafting press releases, articles and social media
posts) (Appendix I).

•

To develop recommendations, research on other municipalities’ communications programs was conducted, which
covered digital media, staffing and budgets (Appendix J).
• Scarsdale may very well be the only Westchester town (with similar demographics) without a social media
presence (Port Chester government does not have an official FB page, but its fire and police departments do);
• Scarsdale is among the majority of municipalities that distribute e-newsletters; and,
• A number of neighboring towns have formal communications functions managed by staff or outside
consultants/vendors.
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Recommendations – Immediate Priorities
The committee makes these recommendations based on its work and successes over the past 12
months, and urges the village to build a formal communications function. Immediate priorities
include:
•

Continue to publish/distribute Scarsdale Official.

•

Establish a social media policy and utilize (one way) via Facebook, Twitter, etc. to disseminate
information (Appendix K).

•

Continue promotion, evaluation and enhancement of scarsdale.com, including direct mail
marketing explaining features such as” NotifyMe.”

•

Develop qualitative and quantitative data on the efficacy of all communication vehicles (website,
social media, communication tools with public, etc.) for ongoing assessment.

•

Re-evaluate all current communications channels.
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Recommendations – Short Term Priorities
The following activities require additional preparation and effort, and should be considered once a
formal communications policy is adopted and immediate priorities are addressed.
•

Digitize “New Resident Packet.”

•

Expand content of Scarsdale Official.

•

Publicize committee meetings more frequently and efficiently.

•

Create online and print brochures to increase interest in serving on boards and councils.

•

Renew the work of the Scarsdale Ad Hoc Committee on Communications.
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Recommendations – Medium Term Priorities
• Create FAQs for relevant village departments.
• Publicize additional department calendars and allow resident syncing.
• Publicize department-specific services that provide convenience but may not be
widely known among residents.
• Revise and/or enhance structure of board of trustees business meetings to allow
for more meaningful dialogue with residents.
• Create a more formal process for documenting community group activities,
information and feedback (e.g., Scarsdale Neighborhood Association meetings).
• Work with Scarsdale Cable Commission Office to create/distribute boards,
councils and department highlight videos.
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Recommendations – Long Term Priorities
The committee has additional ideas that should be considered as Scarsdale continues to build its communications
efforts:
•

Ramp up functionality of scarsdale.com to include
• Digitized applications (including graphics) for meetings to alert residents;
• Transactional features (property inquiry, payments, permit status, etc.);
• RSS feeds or email alerts – for users needing very specific updates (e.g., meeting dates);
• Specialized access to data, such as water fee prediction, for residents who want to check assessments; and,
• “Infographics” to enable deeper understanding of village trends and metadata.
•

Create quarterly newsletter that can be distributed electronically and via mail.

•

Ensure that institutional knowledge on communications is retained through key staff turnover by
documenting policies and procedures for future employees.

•

Decentralize social media use by department (e.g., recreation, police, fire, etc.).

•

Review current staffing levels to determine if they meet communications needs/goals.
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Recommendations – Long Term Priorities (cont.)
•

Improve media relations
• Foster relationships with editors/reporters in and beyond Scarsdale, and respond to unsolicited inquires in a
timely manner. Routinely monitor what the media and residents say about Scarsdale policies and issues.
Provide official responses;
• Get ahead of negative stories. Control the narrative by quickly releasing as much information as possible,
along with clear explanations and frank commentary; and,
• Develop press kit that includes general information/history of Scarsdale, demographics, structure of
government, summaries of key village initiatives and achievements, staff bios/photos, etc.

•

Publicize community activities in village communications and coordinate efforts when possible.
• Actively participate in community events to promote government initiatives (e.g., highlight sustainability
efforts during annual Bronx River cleanup); and,
• Install community bulletin boards in select Scarsdale locations and consider producing high-quality signage
for important recurring events/programs.

•

Consider increased community engagement initiatives, such as contests, surveys, youth activities and presence at
community events.

•

Develop a Scarsdale Boards and Councils “Round Robin” blog featuring personal accounts to inform potential
volunteers and pierce the “veil” of government.
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Laying the Groundwork
While focusing on specific needs and action items is helpful, it is important for Scarsdale Village to
establish a strong foundation for future communications efforts and protocols. All messaging should
accurately reflect the village ideology and be consistent in content, look and feel. The committee
urges the village to develop and adopt a formal communications policy that:
•

cohesively brands all village communications; an effective publicity plan that defines goals,
outlines specific tactics/programs, and establishes approval processes and protocols;

•

executes all messaging activities and monitors effectiveness of initiatives;

•

creates a centralized, dedicated management of messaging programs; and,

•

supports village management in improving efficiency and meeting organizational goals.
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Measurement
It is important to continually measure the effectiveness of implementing significant communications changes and
programs. This will allow Scarsdale Village to tailor individual efforts to ensure effectiveness, appropriateness and
value.
•

Stakeholders/audiences need to be assessed before and after implementation.

•

Perception and satisfaction often are most critical; surveys of village processes can capture residents’ sentiments.

•

For each communications program, devise/review metrics as suitable (e.g., number of subscriptions to enewsletter, SEO data for website, social media mentions, resident participation, etc.).

•

Monitor additional measures of communications effectiveness, such as routine phone calls to village departments,
residents’ attendance at meetings, number of issues reported via the website, number of views on cable TV,
number of active village mobile app users, voter turnout, increase in signups for specific programs (RUOK/TIPS411
and Teen Academy, etc.).

•

Compare effectiveness of actual and planned communication timeframes/methods (as referenced in Appendix I).

•

Convene/maintain the Ad Hoc Communications Committee to advise, review data, propose initiatives and fine
tune processes.

•

Recognize that there will be “failures.” After any unsuccessful initiative, conduct postmortem, update processes
and implement changes.
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Governance
BOT and Scarsdale Village management endorsement, input and approval is necessary in implementing a successful
communications program
•

Responsibility for communications should be centralized to assure accuracy, consistency and efficiency.

•

Examine legal requirements for existing and new initiatives. Look to best practices to resolve questions.

•

Develop a consistent development and review process for new and existing initiatives.

•

Once finalized, recommended strategies, approval process, timelines, etc. internal should be distributed to
trustees and senior management.

•

Continually assess effectiveness of communications initiatives and provide regular reporting on status of new and
existing programs.
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Appendices
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Appendix A – Current Communication Tools/Matrix

scarsdale.com

Public Meetings/
Work Sessions

In-Person Meetings

Press Releases

Emails

Mailings/Bill Inserts

Dedicated Cable TV
Channel

Telephone/Text
Notifications
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Appendix A – Current Communication Tools/Matrix
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Appendix A – Current Communication Tools/Matrix
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Appendix B – Review of scarsdale.com
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Appendix B – Review of scarsdale.com
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Appendix B – Review of scarsdale.com
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Appendix B – Review of scarsdale.com
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Capabilities
On August 15, 2017, Scarsdale’s CP account manager Jerred McKee performed a remote demo and provided
recommendations for enhancing Scarsdale’s use of the system. Following are items of interest for consideration by
village staff.
CivicPlus Usage, Capabilities and Recommendations
•

There were 164K website visits to scarsdale.com this past calendar year, but can't identify number of unique users
in CP reporting. Google Analytics may be used to to identify the number and where traffic is coming from. Easy for
CP to turn on Google analytics, just need approval from Scarsdale. Complicating factor in determining unique
visitors is that each device has its own IP address, so same person could access site with different desktop and
mobile devices. However, data still may be useful. CP reports that, typically, mobile traffic outpaces desktop traffic
across its client base; this is not the case in Scarsdale.

•

It is possible for Scarsdale to post important, time-sensitive news across banner.

•

Scarsdale can use the “Facilities and Reservation” module to permit users to schedule rooms in village hall.

•

It is relatively easy to turn on social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, in CivicSend.

•

Consider creating separate calendars for meetings and events.
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Capabilities
CivicPlus Usage, Capabilities and Recommendations (cont.)
•

Dan Hochvert may be interested in participating in a “Mayor’s Corner” blog, like similar government leaders.

•

“Newsflash” is the best way to drive traffic to the website; Jerred recommends posting at least once each day
(e.g., 10 ways to avoid mosquitoes). When asked to prioritize CP features that Scarsdale should consider, it would
be to take” Newsflash” to the next level to drive traffic to the website.

•

Jerred also advises to condense categories in “Newsflash,” and use “Request Tracker” to create general forms for
feedback/general questions (and place at top of webpage as a separate category).

•

CivicMedia can be used for live streaming of meetings and accept video uploads.

•

The “Opinion Polls” module is to be “sunsetted” (discontinued), but there are free third-party polling products that
seamlessly integrate with CP.

•

To further assist in Scarsdale’s efforts, Jerred will 1) email CP colleagues throughout the country for “New
Resident” webpage examples; 2) provide “power user” contacts throughout the country (Plattsburgh, NY, New
Rochelle and Maricopa Valley/ Phoenix); and, 3) send examples of pages highlighting different businesses each
month using the “Resource/Business Directory” module.
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Power User Practices

MARICOPA COUNTY (PHOENIX)
•

One such power user is Maricopa County in Phoenix. Carol Silverman and Barry Meiselman spoke to Karen
Connelley and Chris Johnson from the IT department of Maricopa County on August 29, 2017. Below is a summary
of the conversation with suggestions in bold. It is hoped that a similar conversation can be held with New
Rochelle’s staff, as they also are long time users of the system.

•

Maricopa County rolled out CP on Feb 14, 2017 to replace an old site. It since has worked with CP on needed
enhancements
• Found difficulties in publishing news events in “Newsroom.” Initially, the module listed events only in date
order; now Maricopa also may choose alphabetical order; and,
• Feel that “Notify Me” has search limitations and confusion on how searches occur (on content, title or
metadata? ). CP will roll out changes to address issues.
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Power User Practices
Maricopa County (cont.)
•

Worked with CP on Google Analytics hooks to better track specific items because it is better than CP’s internal
reporting tool. Now collecting great data. Leveraged advanced javascript on page to capture and report back info
to Google Analytics. Google Analytics was not sufficient out of the box; Maricopa gave CP rights to its Google
Analytics to accomplish changes. Suggestion: determine what data is most desired to measure Scarsdale user
activity and work with CP on developing code to capture data through Google Analytics. Ask CP what they did
for Maricopa.

•

Included custom development hours in their agreement. Suggestion: on yearly contract renewal, negotiate 5-10
free development hours, or 10 hours at an extremely reduced billing rate.

•

Working with CP on automating process of loading and retrieving thousands of county vendor contracts.

•

Maricopa’s building department uses Accela product for permits, with a link in CP to the Accela system.

•

Working with CP to develop an intranet site for all county employees, with a consistent look and feel, and
containing a robust policies library and comprehensive phone directory. CP has a designated web development
team working with Maricopa. Suggestion: Scarsdale should consider this.
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Power User Practices
Maricopa County (cont.)
•

Other comments include:
• CP has a nice agenda center, but not for larger committees; SIRE product should be used for larger groups;
and,
• “Form Center” has limitations, including no security encryption around forms, which limits certain
transactions/forms that require health and credit card information.

•

#1 driver for traffic to Maricopa site has been “Animal Care and Control/Finding a Pet and Adopting a Pet.”
Parcel/GIS information in top five. Human services and Public Health Items (e.g., death and birth certificates)
another important driver. Building permits, community development, scheduling inspections also high demand
areas, along with public records requests, air quality, regulatory and water department information. Online
requests for GIS data for property tax information (for development companies that purchase aerial photography)
are another high traffic area, along with communications with the assessor.

•

PIO often posted on social media to promote new website, along with conducting a photo campaign and contest.
Maricopa still relies heavily on social media. Suggestion: start using social media for site promotion and ongoing
communications.
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Power User Practices
Maricopa County (cont.)
•

Maricopa has developed a consistent look and feel for its site, including guidelines on unified theme; colors, image sizes, logo
and fonts. There is a publishing owner in each of 50 departments who add content to the site; only exceptions are infrequent
home page change requests that must come through the PIO. Suggestion: consider decentralizing content additions to site
by each department once standards are developed.

•

Ms. Connelley is one of six members of CP’s customer advisory board, which pretty much qualifies this client as a super user.
Suggestion: Chris O’Brien and/or Rob Cole should be active in the CP user group, peruse user blogs to pose questions to
experienced users. and gain insight on system functionality.

New Rochelle
•

New Rochelle is working through the second redesign of its site, and another update is planned for the first quarter of 2018.
The new site will have an edgier look to complement New Rochelle’s new branding program. The administration is looking to
create a more vibrant, exciting look and feel, and will review navigation, drop downs content (videos) and other core
elements. The hope is to reflect New Rochelle’s revamped brand/image, and continue to attract new developers and
business to the city. Suggestion: check if scarsdale.com design is consistent with other village communications, and/or
modify other communications materials as needed.

•

New Rochelle views its website as both a resource for residents and staff, and a marketing/communications tool in business
development/promotion. However, local government uses Facebook and Twitter as primary means of communicating with
the public, not the website. It has a social media policy that is under review and being revised as needed. Suggestion:
Scarsdale should implement a social media policy allowing for quicker communications.
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Appendix C – CivicPlus Power User Practices

New Rochelle (cont.)
•

Administration is putting a lot of effort into building up intranet capabilities for employee use, to include features
such as a document center, photo and video gallery, MS tutorials, administrative regulations and department
information.

•

Most website content for New Rochelle is not managed/administered centrally; 11 departments create/post their
own content within relevant sections of site. In fact, the police department has its own subsite with a different
look and feel. General information, such as items for Newsflash, is centralized. Department pages are positioned
based on preferences of staff who interact with public.

•

New Rochelle communications staff notes that many municipalities are designing sites for mobile access first, then
desktop view. With this in mind, it is important to optimize appearance for mobile users by reviewing how new
items affect mobile view and ensuring consistency in web elements (e.g., “highlights” should have a uniform
height to optimize appearance for mobile users).
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Appendix D– Department Head Survey on Communications
Q3: Do you believe that enhanced communication of your
department’s functions/activities would result in improved
relationships?

No
29%

Yes
71%
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Appendix D– Department Head Survey on Communications
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Appendix D– Department Head Survey on Communications
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Appendix E – Resident Survey on Engagement with
Scarsdale Government
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Appendix E – Resident Survey on Engagement with Scarsdale
Government
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Appendix E – Resident Survey on Engagement with Scarsdale
Government
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Appendix F – Takeaways from Interviews with Trustees and
Village Staff
Recommendations

Category

Priority/Value

Effort/Cost

Create flyer(s) to include in water bill mailings to
promote “Notify Me” and other important village
services

Content Creation/Distribution

High

Low

Develop guidelines/criteria for what information is
distributed to public, means, frequency and priority
(e.g., emergencies, construction, seasonal
reminders)

Policy

Medium

Medium

Publicize committee meetings more frequently and
consistently

Meetings

Medium

Low

Create print/online brochure about village boards
and councils to publicize activity and engage
potential volunteers

Content Creation/Distribution

Medium

Medium

Encourage departments to communicate via social
media (see fire department FB page/ police
department Twitter page) OK if done via VMO

Policy

Medium

Medium

When scheduling monthly meetings with trustees,
include experts and department heads to discuss
specific topics and allow residents to raise related
concerns

Meetings

Medium

Medium
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Appendix F – Takeaways from Interviews with Trustees and
Village Staff
Recommendations

Category

Priority/Value

Effort/Cost

Create an opportunity for residents to have better
understanding of the BOT’s decision making process
(e.g., host monthly “meet and greets” which will
allow public to voice concerns)

Meetings

High

Medium

Create print/online FAQ documents for all
departments to improve communication and
efficiency, as well as reduce wasted staff time (e.g.,
“top 5 errors” for tradesmen, “permit conditions
sheet” for residents)

Content Creation/Distribution

High

High

Draft social media policy that allows for one-way
dissemination of information

Policy

High

Medium

Use Notify Me and social media, in addition to third
parties, to regularly inform residents of news and
important developments (e.g., police activity, road
closures, etc.)

Communications Channels

High

Low

Link more information to Scarsdale Official, so
residents who want more information are able to
access it easily

Content Creation/Distribution

High

Low

Assess robocall capabilities and usage to improve
efficiency

Communications Channels

High

Low
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Appendix F – Takeaways from Interviews with Trustees and
Village Staff
Recommendations

Category

Priority/Value

Effort/Cost

Publicize village department calendars and expand
the number of departments that participate (e.g.,
sanitation calendar), perhaps, via Burbio

Communications Channels

Medium

Medium

Document policies, procedures and anecdotal
information related to day-to-day village hall
functions to provide “roadmap” for new and future
staff

Policy/Administration

Medium

High

Create more formal process for documentation and
proactive follow up for neighborhood association
meetings (e.g., via shared Google document)

Meetings

Medium

Medium

Broadcast additional village meetings while being
cognizant of possible negative impact on frank/open
discussion

Meetings

Medium

Medium

Publicize R-U-OK, TIPS 411, Teen Academy and
similar services

Communications Channels

Medium

Low

Create quarterly newsletter to include in water bill
mailing to reach residents who prefer “snail mail”

Content Creation/Distribution

Medium

Medium

Create informational videos on various village
departments

Content Creation/Distribution

Low

High

Hire/allocate staff to maintain department calendars,
FAQs, etc. and answer related resident questions

Staffing

Low

High
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Appendix G – Scarsdale Official
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Appendix H – Current Communications Typography
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Appendix H – Current Communications Typography
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Appendix H – Current Communications Typography
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Appendix H – Proposed Communications “Roadmap”
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Appendix H – Proposed Communications “Roadmap”
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Appendix H - Proposed Communications “Roadmap”
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Appendix I – Press Releases/Media Coverage
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Appendix I– Press Releases/Media Coverage
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Appendix J – Westchester Municipalities’ Digital Comms Programs
Armonk

Bedford

Bronxville

Chappaqua

Greenwich

Larchmont

Population

1201 Households
4330 Residents

6326 Households
17906 Residents

2430 Households
6407 Residents

6037 Households
18100 Residents

22083 Households
62359 Residents

2215 Households
6118 Residents

Website

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-News

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Facebook

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Twitter

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Community
Calendar

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-Commerce
Services

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Additional
Comms

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

(North Castle)

(monthly “Supervisor’s
Report)

(monthly “Mayor’s
Column”)

(New Castle)
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Appendix J – Westchester Municipalities’ Digital Comms Programs
Mamaroneck

New Canaan

New Rochelle

Port Chester

Rye

SCARSDALE

Population

7175 Households
19356 Residents

7551 Households
20280 Residents

28279 Households
79557 Residents

9082 Households
29524 Residents

5559 Households
16000 Residents

5657 Households
17909 Residents

Website

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

E-News

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Facebook

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Twitter

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Community
Calendar

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

E-Commerce
Services

No

No

No

No

No

No

Additional
Comms

No

No

No

No

No

No
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Appendix J – Westchester Municipalities Communications
Staffing/Budgets
Armonk

(North Castle)

Bedford

Bronxville

Chappaqua

Greenwich

(New Castle)

Larchmont

Staffing

Dedicated “Public
Information”
function,
managed by parttime staff and
outside consultant

Communications
administered by
existing staff;
“information”
contact is FTE
($55K salary)

Communications
appears to be
managed by
village clerk’s
office

Communications
appears to
managed by
supervisor and
clerk’s offices,
under “Special
Events,” “Special
Projects” and
“Professional
Services”

No
obvious/specific
communications
line items in
budget

Budget includes
unspecified
consultant/contra
ct fees in various
departments

Budget

2017 budget is
$72K, with $50K
allocated for
“Consultant Fees”

“General
Management
Support”
allocation of
$62K, some of
which may cover
communications

2017 budget is
$25K, including
$6K for
“Advertising,”
$7.3K for
“Website/EBulletin” and
$12.3K for
“Consultant Fees”

Budget lists $10K
for “Special
Events,” $25K for
“Special Projects,”
$3K for “Chamb of
Comm Support,”
$6K for “Printing
Town Info.” and
$12K for “Prof.
Services”

Allocates
hundreds of
thousands for
various,
unspecified
“Professional
Services”

n/a
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Appendix J – Westchester Municipalities Communications
Staffing/Budgets
Mamaroneck

New Canaan

New Rochelle

Port Chester

Rye

SCARSDALE

Staffing

Employs a
communications
consultant

No
communications
allocations/staffing
listed in budget

Dedicated “Public
Information Office”
that includes CTV,
and is supervised
by communications
and marketing
manager

Village manager’s
office is responsible
for all “Public
Relations” activities

Communications
activities
coordinated by
village manager’s
office

No dedicated staff
or function

Budget

Budget lists $48K for
“Consultant Services”
in “General Fund”

n/a

2017 budget is
$286K, $133K of
which is manager’s
salary, with $70K
allocated for
“Contracted
Services”

One additional FTE
has been budgeted
for 2017-18

One additional FTE
has been budgeted
for 2017-18

n/a
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Appendix J – Westchester Municipalities Communications
Staffing/Budgets

New Rochelle
Public Information Office Summary
2017 Budget
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Appendix K – Why Social Media?
At 8:36pm on November 2, 2016, a resident posted to Scarsdale Moms Facebook page: “Did anyone get an unusually
high water bill from Scarsdale? Did rates go up? Ours was gigantic and not sure why.” By November 10, there were 85
responses to this and two related articles on scarsdale10583.com, culminating with Village Manager Steve Pappalardo
announcing that approximately 1,600 residents had been overcharged for water.
This example is one of thousands of questions about local policy addressed via social media. To increase use of
scarsdale.com and improve overall communications, Scarsdale Village should maintain a Facebook page (not
“group”) to redirect inquiries to the appropriate source(s), and keep residents abreast of news and emergencies.
•

Social media engagement supports existing public engagement, it does not replace it. Any social media strategy
should be carefully planned to support the goals of good governance with regard to public engagement.

•

Legal considerations are important in creating social media policy, but not an impediment. Countless
municipalities have successfully established an effective social media presence and engagement while
appropriately conforming with legal requirements/concerns.

•

Social media presence should be limited the dissemination of information (e.g., one-way communication).

•

Scarsdale Village should publish a clear statement laying out how social media supports its alignment with the
value of public engagement (see “What is Public Engagement & Why Should I Do It,” which follows)

•

Out of 10 nearby municipalities of similar size (Armonk, Bedford, Bronxville, Chappaqua, Larchmont, New
Rochelle, Greenwich, Mamaroneck, New Canaan, Port Chester and Rye) Scarsdale is the ONLY municipality that
does not have an official Facebook page. Many neighboring municipalities have multiple Facebook pages for
Conservation, Clerk, Fire and Police Departments, Recreation and Chambers of Commerce.
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Appendix K – Why Social Media?
Hamlet Hub/Scarsdale Moms Facebook Group
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